"Nonspecific" immunoenhancing T cells in tumor-bearing mice include anti-idiotypic subsets.
Splenocytes from DBA/2 mice inoculated 3 wk earlier with syngeneic P815 mastocytoma tumor cells produce increased numbers of antibody plaque-forming cells (PFC) when stimulated with either sheep red blood cells (SRBC) or phosphorylcholine (PC) on Streptococcus pneumoniae R36a in vitro. The nature of this nonspecific hyperreactivity was investigated in mixed cultures of purified splenic T and B cells. The addition of T cells from P815 tumor-bearing mice (TP815) into the cultures of normal B cells produced a significant enhancement of the PFC response to both SRBC and PC, when compared with the effect of normal T cells added to control cultures. The idiotypic profile of the enhanced anti-PC response was studied by a PFC-inhibition assay with monoclonal antibodies against two distinct idiotopic determinants (Id) of the T15 family. Normal B cells produced greater than 90% of T15 Id-positive (Id+) PFC. Addition of normal T cells diminished the proportion of T15 Id+ PFC to approximately 60%, whereas the rest of PFC were Id-. Addition of the immunoenhancing TP815 cells into the normal B cells cultures elevated the number of both T15 Id+ and Id- PFC responses, proportionally. However, when TP815 cells were first incubated on T15 protein-coated dishes and the non-adherent fraction was added to B cell cultures, the anti-PC PFC response remained enhanced but consisted of predominently T15 Id- PFC. These observations suggest that the early stage of P815 tumor growth activates various populations of specific helper/amplifier T cells including subsets with anti-idiotypic activity and that the generalized increase of antibody response to various antigens in tumor-bearing mice may be regarded as a polyclonal activation of specific T cells.